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Abstract

Paraphrase detection is a task to identify if two sentences are semantically similar or not. It plays an important role in
maintaining the integrity of written work such as plagiarism detection and text reuse detection. Formerly, researchers
focused on developing large corpora for English. However, no research has been conducted on sentence-level
paraphrase detection in low-resource Pashto language. To bridge this gap, we introduce the first fully manually
annotated Pashto sentential paraphrase detection corpus collected from authentic cases in journalism covering 10
different domains, including Sports, Health, Environment, and more. Our proposed corpus contains 6,727 sentences,
encompassing 3,687 paraphrased and 3,040 non-paraphrased. Experimental findings reveal that our proposed
corpus is sufficient to train XLM-RoBERTa to accurately detect paraphrased sentence pairs in Pashto with an F1
score of 84%. To compare our corpus with those in other languages, we also applied our fine-tuned model to
the Indonesian and English paraphrase datasets in a zero-shot manner, achieving F1 scores of 82% and 78%,
respectively. This result indicates that the quality of our corpus is not less than commonly used datasets. It‘s a
pioneering contribution to the field. We will publicize a subset of 1,800 instances from our corpus, free from any
licensing issues.
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1. Introduction

Paraphrase detection (Vrbanec and Meštrović,
2020; Sameen et al., 2017) identifies the relation
between text pairs and categorizes them as
paraphrased if they convey the same semantics,
in spite of potentially having different wording or
syntax, otherwise non-paraphrased. Paraphrase
detection is one of the emerging research
topics in natural language processing having
multiple fundamental applications like natural
language understanding (Cho et al., 2019b),
plagiarism detection (Mozgovoy et al., 2010),
copyright infringement (Clough et al., 2002),
natural language generation (Cho et al., 2019a),
information extraction (Shinyama and Sekine,
2003), machine translation (Resnik et al., 2010),
question answering (Fader et al., 2013), and text
recapitulation.

Formerly, the core focus of researchers was
inclined towards high-resource languages like
English (Dolan and Brockett, 2005), Chinese
(Zhang et al., 2019), Spanish (Tamayo et al.,
2022), French (Richard et al., 2023), Japanese
(Nakagawa and Masuda, 2004), and more
European languages. However, there is a
need to expand the technologies for natural
language processing to all languages in the
world for the benefit of any people regardless
of language barriers. For instance, Microsoft
Research Paraphrase Corpus (Dolan and Brockett,

2005), Clough and Stevenson (Clough and
Stevenson, 2011a), Webis Crowd Paraphrase
Corpus (Vrbanec and Meštrović, 2020) all
contained corpus for English only.

The natural language processing models are
based on deep learning (Kenton and Toutanova,
2019) which demands training data to train a model
and a benchmark data (Wang et al., 2018) to verify
the gains. Paraphrase detection models also follow
the same practice, to develop and compare any
paraphrase detection models, benchmark corpora
are needed. The natural language processing
community is unfolding very fast. Recently,
researchers started focusing on other low-resource
South Asian languages too and some corpora have
been created at sentence (Muneer and Nawab,
2022a; Hafeez et al., 2023), phrasal (Muneer and
Nawab, 2022b) and document level (Gaizauskas
et al., 2001; Sharjeel et al., 2023) for South
Asian Urdu language which indicates researcher‘s
interest towards the low resource languages.

According to Haq et al., Pashto remains a
relatively unexplored language in NLP research,
due to the absence of publicly available corpus
and the challenges associated with collecting
and annotating Pashto corpora. To the best
of our knowledge, no significant research has
been channeled on sentence-level paraphrase
detection in Pashto. From Table 1, we can see
that translation is unsuitable for making a Pashto
paraphrase detection corpus, as in English the
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Sentence 1 Sentence 2
.يرلتښزرايکتسوپدېکیاپهپېچمییکنویووتښپد

؟ئړکينابرقتسوپلپخهراپلهڅرهدهبوساتایا

ایا.مرلتښزراتایزهڅرهرتېچ،موکېربخوتښپهپ

ينابرقتقادصلپخهراپلهڅرهدېچتسایوتمچوسات

؟ړک

I am a Pashto speaker who values skin in the end.
Would you sacrifice your skin for anything?

I speak Pashto, which I value more than anything else.
Are you willing to sacrifice your integrity for anything?

Table 1: In the above example, the idea of ”sacrificing one’s skin” symbolizes pride, dignity, or commitment indicating
cultural connotation. However, the cultural connotation is not fully captured in the English translation, as the word
”skin” is used more literally in the translated sentences, and the automatic translation is not suitable for creating a
Pashto paraphrase detection corpus, as in English the cultural connotation is not fully transferred during translation.

cultural connotation is not fully captured during
translation. To bridge this gap, we are proposing
the first monolingual paraphrase detection corpus
for Pashto. Our contribution is 2-fold: First, we
constructed a corpus comprising 6,727 sentences,
encompassing 3,687 paraphrased and 3,040 non-
paraphrased instances. All the instances were
manually collected from journalism websites with
each sentence pair labeled either paraphrased or
not by human annotator. The subset 1 of 1,800
instances from our constructed corpus, free from
any licensing issues, will be made accessible
publicly for research purpose.

Second, we trained Pashto paraphrase detection
model by fine-tuning the pre-trained XLM-RoBERTa
2 on our newly proposed corpus, resulting in
an F1-score of 84%. In contrast, we also
applied our fine-tuned model to the Indonesian and
English paraphrase datasets in a zero-shot manner,
achieving F1 scores of 82% and 78%, respectively,
indicating that the quality of our corpus is not less
than commonly used datasets.

2. Related Work

Paraphrase detection is a sphere of interest for
researchers in the natural language processing
community, mostly the corpora developed in
the past are available for the English language
which include sentential paraphrase corpus (Alvi
et al., 2012), paraphrase for plagiarism (Clough
and Stevenson, 2011b), and microsoft research
paraphrase corpus (Dolan and Brockett, 2005).

The originality of our study lies from its
emphasis on the Pashto language, an area where
previous research in paraphrase detection is non-
existent. This absence underlines the pioneering
nature of the dataset we are developing. The
paraphrase datasets for some preeminent South
Asian languages like Urdu, Bangla, Punjabi, and
Tamil also exists. The corpora created for Urdu

1https://github.com/
anonymousrepository11/anonymous.git

2https://huggingface.co/
xlm-roberta-base

language at sentence (Hafeez et al., 2023), phrasal
(Muneer and Nawab, 2022b), and document level
(Sharjeel et al., 2023), for Punjabi language
(Anand Kumar et al., 2018), Tamil (Senthil Kumar
et al., 2020), and Bangla (Akil et al., 2022;
Ahnaf et al., 2020) shows the sudden interest of
researchers towards low-resource South Asian
languages.

For methodologies, researchers have used
conventional techniques in the past for paraphrase
detection tasks. In the era of early 2000‘s, rule
based methods (Lappin and Leass, 1994) were
common where the researchers used manual
rules for detecting the paraphrase pairs. In
the 2000‘s, the alignment methods (Lin, 1998)
and supervised learning (Barzilay and Lee, 2003)
gained prominence for paraphrase detection. In
late 2000‘s, distributional semantics (Mikolov
et al., 2013) methods like latent semantic analysis
and word embeddings became popular among
researchers. The rise of deep learning in the
2010‘s improved the overall paraphrase detection
by introducing recurrent neural networks (Ye et al.,
2017), and convolutional neural networks (Yin
and Schütze, 2015; Zhang et al., 2017). Finally,
dragging us to the era of pre-trained language
models from 2018 onward revolutionizing the
paraphrase detection task (Reimers and Gurevych,
2019), providing the essential embedding and fine-
tuned models like GPT (Becker et al., 2023), and
BERT (Ta et al., 2022; Peinelt et al., 2020; Khairova
et al., 2022) for paraphrase detection.

As far as we are aware, no paraphrase detection
corpus at sentence level for Pashto language
has been developed previously. This absence
underlines the pioneering nature of the dataset
we are developing. Moreover, the recent trend in
NLP is more inclined towards Transformer-based
approaches due to its improve performance, which
is the main focus of our methodology.

3. Dataset Creation

Figure 1 shows the overview of our dataset creation
process. The next subsections elaborate them.
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Figure 1: Overview of our dataset creation process.

3.1. Data Source
To develop Pashto paraphrase detection corpus,
we needed to identify the source for collecting our
corpus. At the start, we thought that collecting
Pashto paraphrase corpus from the internet might
pose a difficulty. As the digital infiltration is quite
limited in Afghanistan and Pakistan and there might
not be an abundant amount of data accessible
online for Pashto on the internet. After assuring
that we had sufficient data online, we identified
10 different but well-known Pashto newspaper
websites including Deutsche Welle (DW) 3, Voice
of America (VOA) 4, Khyber News 5, Turkish Radio
Television (TRT)6, British Broadcasting Corporation
(BBC) 7, and others to collect our data. We chose
both international and domestic newspapers for
corpus collection. All the newspaper websites
contain ample data in Pashto language and are
thus a good source for corpus collection.

3.2. Corpus Collection
We manually collected 6,727 sentence pairs to
build Pashto Paraphrase Detection corpus from
the online Pashto newspapers throughout the
duration of 8 to 9 months. In the corpus collection
stage, we manually checked a couple of websites
and identified the same news occurrence, we
presuming that the sentences describing the
same news occurrence were paraphrases of each
other, otherwise non-paraphrased. Along with
the positive instances we also collected non-
paraphrase text to have the necessary segment of
negative instances in the dataset. The sentences
were extracted from the newspaper headlines as
well as comprehensive stories published on Pashto
newspapers websites. To maintain the diversity of
corpus it was collected from 10 different genres as
depicted in Table 2.

3https://www.dw.com/ps/
4https://www.pashtovoa.com/
5https://khybernews.tv/pu/
6https://www.trt.net.tr/pashto/
7https://www.bbc.com/pashto

Genre No. of Instances
Sports 800
Crime and Law 600
Health 703
Politics and Conflicts 700
Natural Disasters and Accidents 500
Science and Technology 700
Environment 700
Economy and International Affairs 600
Culture and Entertainment 700
Weather 724

Table 2: Genre and No. of Instances

3.3. Corpus Annotation
Upon completion of corpus collection, two human
annotators were asked to label each sentences
manually. The annotators were graduate with a
background in computer science, aged between
20 to 30, and native speakers of Pashto. The
annotators were provided with complete annotation
guidelines described in section 3.4. The labeling
was done by the annotators based on the guidelines
provided by us. The annotators were told to
use their knowledge to label instances as either
paraphrased or non-paraphrased along with the
given guidelines.

3.4. Annotation Guidelines
Our main objective is to develop a Pashto
paraphrase detection corpus that includes two tiers
of paraphrasing. The tagging guidelines were
prepared in the footsteps of (Sameen et al., 2017;
Sharjeel et al., 2017) to label a sentence pair in our
corpus:

• Paraphrased (P): A text pair is paraphrased if
both texts describe the same news incident or
event or article, but using different wording or
structures.
- The key criterion of this semantic equivalence,
such as the core information and meaning in
both texts should remain the same.
-There are several techniques that indicate
paraphrasing like: the use of synonyms,
changes in sentence structure (for instance
switching from active to passive voice), and
the addition or deletion of words or phrases.

• Non-Paraphrased (NP): A text pair should be
called as non-paraphrased when the contents,
while potentially relating to the same event
or news story or article, are presented in a
distinctly different manner without significant
overlap in language or structure.
-This includes situations where the texts have
divergent details, perspectives, or stylistic
choices that set them apart.
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Paraphrased Sentence Pair
Sentence 1 Sentence 2

.ېلټګېمېسیپېچمیهغرمکېنهزوويلیولاهمهغهيړومون

.موکروهترېبېیهخربهویېچمیښوختایزرېډېدرپسوا

ښوختایزېدهلسوا.يدېلټګېمېسیپېچمیهغرمکېنهز

يياويلیلغاښ.مړکروهترېبېیهخربهویېچمی

He said at that time, I am lucky to have earned money.
Now I am more than happy to give back a part of it.

I am lucky to have earned the money. Now I am more
than happy to give some of it back. Mr. Lee says

Non-Paraphrased Sentence Pair
Sentence 1 Sentence 2

ېغههلهتسوروهسیکۍلجنېناغفاېمیتیېویدېکاکیرماهپ

دېمکحمېکتلایااینیجریوهپېچېلدېځرګړوماپدوینسرد

.هړکهوغلهیسودېنوتښتددضرپېغه

ۍنروکېلبېویون،هلدنومهنوۍنروکېکناتسناغفاهپتموکح

.هړویهتاکیرماېکریهبهپجارخادېیۍلجنواهړکوهنلاپېغهد

The story of an orphaned Afghan girl in the United States
has become the center of media attention after the court
in Virginia overturned the kidnapping case against her.

The government could not find the family in Afghanistan,
so another family took care of the girl in America.

Table 3: Paraphrased and Non-Paraphrased Sentence Pair Examples

Total words 13,454
Total unique words 12,624

Average length 23.97
Vocabulary richness (TTR) 0.93

Label P NP
Total pairs 3,687 3,040

Max no. of words 382 473
Min no. of words 3 3
Mean of words 82.3 125.4

Median of words 75.0 117.0

Table 4: Corpus Characteristics

3.4.1. Result of Inter-Annotator Agreement

Annotations were performed in two rounds. In the
first stage, based on the annotation guidelines,
a random subset of 1000 sentence pairs was
annotated by the two annotators. The result of
labels tagged by each annotator was compared,
and conflicting pairs were discussed with them
individually. In the second stage, the remaining
corpus was annotated by the annotators. Both
annotators agreed on 6,406 and disagreed on
321 sentence pairs. The conflicted 321 pairs
are the part of dataset to maintain the complexity
of our dataset. We achieved the Inter-Annotator
Agreement (IAA) = 90%. The IAA score is good,
considering the task and it shows that annotation
guidelines were clear and easy to follow.

3.5. Example of a paraphrased and
non-paraphrased Text

Table 3 shows the paraphrased example, as
the sentence is transformed by incorporating the
insertion and deletion of a new text but still
conveying the same meaning.

However, Table 3 shows that the sentence pair
is describing the same story but do not have any
semantic similarity.

3.6. Corpus Statistics
The statistics from Table 4 reflect that the corpus is
relatively balanced in terms of paraphrase (54.81%)
and non-paraphrase (45.19%) text pairs with total
6,727 sentence pairs. The mean of paraphrased
and non-paraphrased sentences is 82.3 and 125.4
words respectively. All statistics indicate that
sentences in our corpus are diverse, making the
corpus more realistic and challenging for Pashto
paraphrase detection task.

4. Experiments

Settings As a multilingual pre-trained model,
we used XLM-RoBERTa (Conneau et al., 2019)8

provided by HuggingFace Transformers (Wolf et al.,
2020) in our experiments as it‘s pre-trained on
multiple languages including Pashto. To verify the
effectiveness of our created Pashto corpus, we
evaluated the model in our corpus based on the
following settings:
BERTScore: We also employ BERTScore, a
robust cross-lingual capable scoring system, to
measure the semantic similarity within our Pashto
text data. The BERTScore, as depicted in Table 5,
serves as a quantitative tool for assessing the
quality of our proposed dataset.

Specifically, the BERTScore depicts that for
paraphrase (P) instances the mean F1 score is
88%, indicating a high level similarity between the
sentences. In contrast, for non-paraphrase (NP)
instances, the F1 score is 85%. This comparative
score between P and NP cases hint towards the
closeness of the pairs and data complexity in
terms of similar and dissimilar sentence pairs. The
results of this analysis, illustrated in Figure 2, are
instrumental in pinpointing the challenging aspects
of paraphrase detection task.

8https://huggingface.co/
xlm-roberta-base
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Label Precision Recall F1
P 0.895 0.880 0.887

NP 0.850 0.851 0.850

Table 5: Results of Mean BERTScores for paraphrased
(P) and non-paraphrased (NP) instances.

Figure 2: The result of BERTScore across Pashto
paraphrase detection dataset.

- Zero-shot: This is a baseline setting. In
this setting, we fine-tuned XLM-RoBERTa on
paraphrase detection corpus of Indonesian “id-
paraphrase-detection”9, and English (Dolan and
Brockett, 2005) without using our Pashto corpus.
- Pashto (our): In this setting, we directly fine-tuned
XLM-RoBERTa on the training split of our created
Pashto corpus. In the above settings, we set the
batch size to 32, the number of epochs to 3, and
the learning rate to 2e− 5.

Results Table 6 shows the experimental result.
From the result we can understand that without
training data in Pashto, paraphrase detection
performance in Pashto is largely degraded. Our
future studies will leverage the benchmark dataset
we have developed as a foundational tool for
exploring new techniques and methods in the area
of paraphrase detection for low resource languages.

5. Conclusion

Paraphrase detection datasets are important for the
improvement of algorithms dedicated to identifying
semantic equivalences between textual data,
thereby facilitating a deeper understanding involved
in linguistic paraphrasing. This study introduces
an extensive benchmark corpus designed for the
detection of sentence-level paraphrases within the
Pashto language. The corpus encompasses a
total of 6,272 sentence pairs, meticulously collected
from various online Pashto newspaper websites,
consisting of 3,687 paraphrases and 3,040 non-
paraphrases. A notable finding from our research

9https://huggingface.co/datasets/
jakartaresearch/id-paraphrase-detection

Setting Precision Recall F1
Zero-shot (English) 79 78 78
Zero-shot (Indonesian) 83 82 82
Pashto (Our) 85 85 84

Table 6: Results on each setting. The bold values
indicates the best score.

is the effectiveness of the corpus in training and
fine-tuning the XLM-RoBERTa model for the task
of paraphrase detection in Pashto language.

In future, our research will focus on a
comprehensive linguistic analysis of the corpus to
examine the predominant paraphrasing techniques
employed within these texts. Furthermore, we
plan to undertake a rigorous evaluation of the
corpus through advanced semantic analysis and
the application of cutting-edge deep learning
methodologies. This exploration will also include
the development of custom trained models
leveraging Sentence Transformers, tailored
specifically to enhance the performance and
accuracy of paraphrase detection within our
Pashto corpus.

6. Ethical Considerations and
Limitations

Our proposed paraphrase detection corpus
encompasses over 5,000 instances, cannot be
fully released due to copyright constraints. During
the data collection process, we contacted various
news agencies for their consent to use their
data. While some agencies agreed, others did
not grant permission, due to copyright concerns.
Consequently, we are limited to publicly releasing
only the data for which we have received explicit
permission.

To provide further clarity, the 1,800 instances
from our total corpus that can be released contains
a mix of paraphrased and non-paraphrased
sentence pairs, carefully selected to represent the
diversity and complexity of the Pashto language in
the context of paraphrase detection. The subset
has been curated to ensure it is representative
of our larger corpus, thus providing researchers
with a robust and valuable resource for their future
research in Pashto language.

It is also important to note that the data is
collected from both international and domestic
news sources, and it may contain biased opinions
related to political matters. Additionally, the non-
paraphrase sentences have been chosen arbitrarily,
and that might have some bias as well.
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